
SC task force presents academic reports to AC
By BOB BUCHANAN

For the first time in the

history of the University,

undergraduates presented reports

on Homewood's 26 academic

departments to the four

sub-committees of the Academic

Council at meetings held

October 18 and 21.
The reports, entitled "Johns

Hopkins University. Student

Council Reports on Academic

Departments," were written and

presented by a specially formed

task force of the Student Council

comprised of SC President Andy

Savitz, SC Secretary Leah

Seidenfeld, Student Advisor to

the Dean, John Coliners, and SC

members Pam McKee, Jeff Weiss,

and Sue Blum.
The reports apparently contain

sonic explosive and potentially

disparaging material according to

University and SC spokesmen

who choose to remain

unidentified. However, the

reports are apparently not

earmarked for full public

disclosure.
Seidenfeld stated, "What we're

trying to do is communicate with

them (the Academic Council).

We're trying Co give them input

and in turn get their ideas." She

did not rule out the possibility

of full disclosure to students and

faculty at sonic future time.
"If changes can be instituted

without releasing information (to

students and faculty) then it

won't be."
However, Dean of Arts and

Sciences George Owen stated,

"To be most effective, you

should report to the people

making the decisions. The

students should have enough

faith in their representatives to

know they are doing the job

here."
.Rourke

Seidenfeld stressed that these

presentations were "just

drafts."She went on to comment,

"Much of this information is

wrong. We will be going back to

each department chairman and
find out details."The reports will

now be rewritten. Eventually we

want to make a full presentation

to the Academic Council."
Francis Rourke, Professor of

Political Science, and chairman

of one of the AC sub-commitees

cited a specific • flaw in the SC

reports."They said that Professor

Larrabee (Martin Larrabee,
Professor of Biophysics) didn't
teach enough.They didn't take

into account that he has done

more work on the undergraduate

pre-medical advising program

than anyone else."
Full. Assembly

Owen said he will ask the AC

for a special meeting at which

time the SC can present all in-

formation in front of a full AC

assembly.Owen stressed however,

that, "Things are still up in the

air as far as a presentation before

the full Council goes."
Owen claimed that the

essential motive of the SC has

been fulfilled."These -students
have gotten input into places
where it really counts for the

first time."Rourke, though

placed the role of the AC in

academic reform in
influential light.

Changes

"Real changes (in

undergraduate teaching practices)

have got to come from getting

input to the departments.The

Academic Council's ability to

influence individual departments

if fairly limited."

a less

George Owen
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Apartment slated for office space
By MARC DUVO1SIN

Hopkins officials plan to use
an- apartment building acquired
in a corporate purchase last
August expressly for University

Beta Theta Pi frat house sold
By BOB DANNER

The house formerly used by

the Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, has

been purchased by Charles Town

Investment, Inc. with plans to

transfer the sale to Phy Kappa
Psi, the most recently formed

brotherhood at Hopkins.
The Phi Kappa members have

been organized since the spring
of 1973, first associated with Pi

Kappa Alpha National. The
group switched to Phi Kappa Psi

this summer because they were

not satisfied with the response

they received from Pike.

According to Harold Barr,

president of the fraternity and

group spokesman, "Phi Kappa Psi

National and area Alumni are

very interest in revelling the

Hopkins Chapter." ;le continued

, "Our main objective now is to

get a house. At Hopkins, it is

practically impossible for a
fraternity to exist without one.''

The fraternity had tried to

purchase a row house of the
2900 block of St. Paul Street,
but were turned down by the

zoning board because of a

petition against the move

submitted by the Charles Village

Civic Association.
Beta House, 3906 Canterbury

Road, was sold for $20,500. Barr
said that Beta Theta Pi National

attended the auction and actually
bid against the Phi Kappa

representative from Charles
Town Investment, Inc.

He explained, "Beta- wanted to
insure that the mortgage that
they held on the house would be

covered. If the building was going
to sell for less than the value of
the two mortgages on it, they
would have bought it for resale."

Besides the purchase price of
the house, Phi Kappa must
borrow an estimated $20,000 to
$30,000 for renovations which
will be required .before the new
fraternity can move in.

Dr. Allen Wingrove, chairman

of chemistry at Towson State

and Director of Alumni Affairs

on the East Coast for Phi Kappa

Psi National, will chair the

Hopkins Phi Kappa Psi Housing

Corporation which, will be

composed of Alumni and whose

function will be to institute loans

in order to finance the house

purchase and the needed

renovations.

At present, the fraternity

. hopes to make the house

Beta House

inhabitable by February 1, in

time for rush. Barr admitted that

the required repairs are extensive

and will include a reworking of

the plumbing and of the heating

and electrical systems. "The walls

will be painted and repaired

except for the bedrooms which

will be restored as people move

in.
"Twelve or more brothers are

planning to move into the

building anytime after January 1

when the necessary renovations

are completed," Barr

commented. "In addition, the

house will probably be rented

during the summer in order to

finance mortgage payments and

maintenance costs until next

September when most of the
members will live at the

fraternity house."
Barr also said that the

fraternity is endeavoring to

establish good community

relations. He stated, "several of

our members attended the

Tuscany -Canterbury

Improvement Association

meeting Monday night."

office space, disclosed Janet

Johnson, Hopkins' Real Property

Development Officer.
Johnson asserted that the

building's high cost had

prevented University officials

from considering using it for

student housing. "The cost of the

purchase will not permit

residential occupancy of any

kind," she explained.

"Residential use simply does not

bring in enough money."

She said that the additional

space will help alleviate "a

tremendous shortage" of campus

office space. Larry Denton,

Director of Academic Services,

also referred to a shortage of

office space which he attributed

to "faculty expansion and

redistribution of offices."

,"Before Garland Hall was

built, University offices were

scattered all over the campus,"

he explained. "Garland was built.

so that it could hold the offices

previously located elsewhere,

making that other space

flexible."
"But that flexible space was

used up right away, leaving us

with a shortage of space. Right

now, we have had to double up

in some offices."
The apartment house, located

at 3201 North Charles Street, is

presently a residential facility for

private tenants, who will be

permitted to leave of their own

volition. "We're not going to

evict anyone," said Johnson. "As

their leases run out, we will move

Ill."
Hopkins officials have not yet

decided which University offices

will use the new space. "We have

talked to several

University-related offices," she

said, "but we're not sure as yet
which groups will move in."

She stressed that the purchase
was made not by the University
but by a corporation in which
Hopkins has substantial holdings.
"We represented the corporation

in the bidding,'' said

Johnson."We will be allowed to
use it, since we are the most

logical tenants.-
"Office use is simply the most

feasible use of the building," she

said in reference to the decision

to eschew the option of use of

the facility for student housing.

"There are several options, and

the option of residential use was

infeasible due to the cost of the
building."

Johnson conceded that the

building's location made it ideal
for student housing use, but
termed the housing shortage here
"just one problem, a major
problem among others."
"The shortage of office space

is an equally important
problem."
She estimated that, by

January, the University will begin
to move offices into the newly-.

acquired building.

 MSE Symposium 

Dr. Howard Brown to speak on 'homosexuality'
The chairman of the National

Gay Task Force, Dr. Howard
Brown, will speak Thursday, in
the fifth lecture of this year's
MSE Symposium.
The lecture, entitled

"Changing Attitudes on
Homesexuality" will begin at 4
p.m. in Shriver Hall.
Brown, the former

commissioner of health and
chairman of the Board of Health

of New York City, is a professor
of public administration and
social medicine at New York

University School of Medicine.

A vocal advocate of gay

liberation, he is a member of the

advisory board of the New York

Mattachine Society, an

organization which works for gay

rights.
Lambda

Brown is also a member of the

board of directors of Lambda,

the Institute for Human Identity.

His other professional

memberships include the New

York Academy of Medicine, the

American Public Health

Association, and the Public

Health Assoc.:Ilion of New York

City.Brown is also a member of

the advisory committee of the
Regional Medical Programs.

Thursday afternoon, Dr. Leon
Rangell, twice president of the

International Psychoanalytic

Association will discuss

"Psyclidnanlytic Contributions

to Theories of Sexuality."
UCLA

A clinical professor of

psychiatry at the University of

California, Los Angeles, School
of Medicine, Rangell is the
author of over 150 articles on
psychiatry and psychoanalysis.

• The holder of a Guggenheim

fellowship, lie has served twice as
president of the American•
Psychoanalytic Association.

Stanford

Rangell was a John B. Turner
Visiting Professor at the
Columbia University College of
Phy sicians and Surgeons and is a
fellow of the Center for

Advanced Study in the
Behavioral Sciences at Stanford

University.
He is currently completing a

new volume, "The Mind of

Watergate."
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HELP
We still need help! Auctioneers

and organizers wanted for the
Chaplain's auction. Call
366-3586 or ext. 403 or 624.

READING
Reading by members of the

Writing Seminars, Susan
Underwood and Michael
Manly-poetry. at 8:30 Thursday
Oct. 24 in Shaffer 3. Admission
free. A first of a series.

BENEFIT
The Greater Baltimore Medical

Center Auxiliary will be holding
a benefit sale of books, records,
clothing and the like Oct.
23.24,25, and 26 10am to 5pm.,
6701 N. Charles.

CODE
Mr. J.Joel Woodey, professor

of law at University of Maryland
School of Law will speak on
Drugs and the Law:How to
Handle yourself in -a Bust at 8
pm. Wed. October 23 in the
Garrett Room.

'PROFESSIONAL TYPIST for

theses, dissertations, reports, term
papers, letters, etc. Greek letters,
math symbols available. Fast and
accurate - 6 years experience. Helen
Cox 377-9021

Typing done in my home. Accurate'
typing—Manuscripts, Term Papers,
etc. 323-9072.

ANYONE— interested in playing
duplicate bridge at Homewood call
either Terri Swan at 243-7305 or •
Alan Sapakie at extension 1365,
and let us know what night you
would like to play.

L
aw School

Admissions Test

PREPARATION

S
mall Groups

Complete Review

8 Sessions — 32 !Ours

Voluminous Home Study
Packet

Make-up Sessions

Thee IS a difference!

Call 530-0211

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Bethesda, Md. Est. 1938

NOTICE
The Hopkins Barber Shop

formerly on campus is now
located at the corner of York
Road and Cold Spring Lane

435-6677
Sam Barranco

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics

$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (de(ivery time is
1 to 2 days).
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD.. SUITE t•2

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for

research assistance only. ,

campus notes
INTERNSHIP

The Curriculum for Political
Leadership, an internship
program that places students in
the offices of members of the
Baltimore City Council and the
Maryland General Assembly, is
now accepting applications for
the mini-mester and Spring term.
Students selected to participate
will be expected to work
approximately 15 hours aper
week in their placements and will
receive 6 credits upon
completion. Those interested
may pick up applications in room
C-2, Shriver Hall or at the
Department of Political Science.
Those in need of further
information can call Neil Kerwin,
at ext. 1 29 1. Deadline for
applications is November 5.

TAE KWON DO
Attention all TKD members. If

you are interested in continuing
Karate, it is imperative that you
contact Dave Flowers or drop a
note with your name to Box 368
as soon as possible.

ORIENTEERING

A sport popular in Europe
based on cross-country
navigation and map-reading skills
is known as orienteering. The
first orienteering meet of a
winter series will be held on
Saturady October 26 at 1:30 at
Prettyboy Reservoir parking lot
near the dam. No experience is
necessary. Compasses will be
available for a $3.50 deposit. The
entry fee will be .50. For more
information or transportation
please call Paul Ringold at
extension 770.

MONTREAL

The Department of Romance
Languages will again sponsor its
January program at the
Universite di Montreal. Please
contact Mrs.Birnabaum or Mrs.
Waugaman (Gilman 221 or ext
655) immediately if you are
interested in further

if ormation.

CERCLE

The CERCLEFRANCAISwill 1
meet again on Wednesday,
October 23 from 6:45 to 73430
in the Rathskellar. All are!
welcome!
Note that this meeting

precedes the showing of the film
Les Enfants du paradis. For
ticket information (5.60), please
see Mrs. Waugaman or Mrs.
Birnbaum-Gilman 221.

PICTURES
On Sunday, November 3,
underclassmen pictures will be
taken. All who have not had their
pictures taken or have been
notified that their first shot was
rotten, please come! Yearbook
photographs will be waiting for
you in Chester.s Place (Levering
Hall) from noon to 6:00 p.m.

LOST
If you lost something in Gilman

33, contact Box 891.

WRITING SEMINARS
The Writing Seminars • will

present a reading by Donald
Barthelme, novelist and short
story writer, on November 8 at

8:00 p.m. in the Garrett Room.
The reading is open to the public
without charge.

INTERNATIONAL
FOLK DANCING

There will be international

folk dancing every Thursday
evening in Levering Hall.
Donation $.75. Teaching will be

from 8 to 9 p.m. and request

dancing from 9 to 11 p.m.

IN CONCERT
On Wednesday evening,

November 27, 1974 at 8:00p.m.
Virgil Fox will be performing at

St. Bernard's Catholic Church,

928 Gorsuch Avenue. Tickets are

$5.50 for students, and $6.00 for

general admission. For further
information call 235-9513 from

1 to 6 p.m.
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Bialek, elected president, seeks freshman participation
Ronald Bialek was elected

freshman class president in last

week's run-off elections.
Bialek amassed 174 votes to

win over Robert Elson who
received 130 votes.

Karen Feinstein defeated
Judith Haze!corn by four votes
for the office of vice-president of
the class of '78.

In a close race for treasurer,
Suzanne Bachur was declared
winner with 156 votes over Mario
Echemendia who received 155
ballots.

Cosine Gomez-Patino, Samuel

P. Yang, and Kenneth Blake won
the run-off for SC
representatives, with 254,186,
and 156 respectively, defeating
Scotti Kaminer who received 152
ballots and Didi Krausz, 138.

Bialek said he hopes to
encourage freshmen participation
in the class nrojects "A letter
will be going out to - 1 1 freshmen
at the of le week
encouraging them to join either
an Activities Committee to plan
concerts and parties or the Policy
Committee. This second
committee would review

University policies to determine
which are good and which are
bad and present recommendation
on how they can be improved."

The new freshmen president
also revealed that he is interested
in reviewing the pass-fail policy
and working against the proposed

trimester plan.

"I'm surprised so many people
turned out to vote in the
run-offs," Bailek commented.
"I'm also surprised that so few
students voted the first time."

April Moreno, chairwoman of
the SC Elections Committee was
satisfied with election turn-out.
"I thought the turnout was very
good. We had about 400
freshmen voting in both the
or election and the
run-off."

Although two of the races
were extremely close, Moreno
was confident that the results
were correct. "We are sure that
the votes tabulated are accurate.
I think the elections went very
smoothly," she asserted.

Alan Fink, SC treasurer
concurred that the tallies are
accurate."Every race was so close
that 'numerous recounts were
called for in each case. After two
hours work of counting votes, all
the counters were satisfied that
the posted totals were
completely correct."

Approximately three-fifths of
the class voted, Fink revealed, "I
think' this is a very rewarding
turnout in light of the fact this
was a run-off," he said. "This,
coupled with the incredibly large
field of freshmen running in the
original elections, gives us a very
heartening view of the class of
,78.

Ronald Bialek

Blue Cross/Blue Shield ID cards delayed
By PAULA TARNAPOL

Blue Cross/Blue Shield
identification cards for Hopkins
insurance policy holders have not
been distributed yet due to
minsor administrative difficulties,
stated Bonnie King,
administrator of the Student
Health Services here.
As a result, several students

have experienced problems in
obtaining coverage for medical
care in the community.
"I would hope that the cards

would be distributed to the
students through their mailboxes

by the middle of Noveniber,"

King stated. "Right now students

needing to use the service can
give their Social Security
numbers."
However, due to some

confusion in the process, some
policy holders have had
difficulties, particularly in
receiving coverage for spouses
and dependents who are
covered under the new plan.
One graduate student, who

asked not to be identified, said
"When I took my wife to the
doctor for some tests she needed

in the middle of September, the
secretary there asked for my

card. I told her I hadn't received
one yet, so she submitted the
application to the Blue Shield
office without seeing it. Last
week the application was
rejected."

King suggested in these kind of
circumstances that applications
be resubmitted to Blue Cross/
Blue Shield. "In addition, we
have alerted Union Memorial that
our students might come in
without cards," she noted.
"We are legally liable from

Edward Lucie-Smith continues symposium
By JOE BUSCEMA

Edward Lucie-Smith addressed
a small Shriver Hall audience
yesterday afternoon as the
Milton S. Eisenhower
Symposium resumed with a
presentation entitled "The Erotic
Image and Contemporary Art."

Less than 140 spectators were
on hand to await the beginning
of a delayed and disorganized
presentation, riddled with
organizational errors including
failure of slide projection
equipmeit, mishandled lighting,
and poor slide exhibition.

Lucie-Smith, a British art
historian, world renowned for his
Eroticism in Western Art,
appeared disgruntled and
exasperated at times by the many
errors which forced him to
continuously interrupt and
modify his discussion. His
introductory comments regarding
Picasso's painting, "Les
Demoiselles d'Avignon," were
interrupted by the inability of
the slide projectionist to show
the proper slide, a ,pattern which
was repeated frequently
throughout liC lecture.
Despite the numerous

problems, Lucie-Smith attempted
to discuss the roots of tile
Modern Movement in art as they
may be seen in Picasso's famous
Work which initiated tileperiod
of Cubism, "the fo ,,Itainhead
from which the rest of the
Modern Movement flowed."
"I've always thought this

anecdote symbolic," he said. "It
illustrates the fact that modern
art has been thought of from its
inception at the beginning of the
present century, as kind of a

brothel for the imagination," he
added.
"Yet it also demonstrates the

fact that the association between
modernism and eroticism has
often been accidental," he
continued.
"In recent years especially, the

nature of the link has been
misunderstood, with unfortunate
results," Lucie-Smith added.
He went on to term much of

the work of Picasso produced in
his earliest years as "implicitly or
explicitly erotic in context." He
commented that nearly all of the
great masters of Symbolism were
deeply interested in sex, which
seemed to them one of the
ambiguous mysteries which "it is

the artist's mission and privilege

to explore."
"Even since the dawn of the

Romantic Movement,
Symbolism's predecessor, sex and
sexuality had been entwined with
the idea of progress in the arts,"
he said. "The cry was for liberty;
and liberty must, of course,
include the liberation of man's
erotic impulses."
"Yet Western culture was too

deeply imbued with the Christian
ethic to give up the idea that sex
was dangerous, and probably
damnable," Lucie-Smith added.
Lucie-Smith cited Rodin's

sculpture, "The Kiss," as the
single work which best sums up
the development of erotic images
and themes in European art. He
stated that "The Kiss" stands "at

the confluence of Symbolism and
Naturalism."

Acie-Smith dealt with the
influence of photography on
erotic azt, saying that meh did
not think of it as an art form at
first. However, he stated that
erotic photographers retain the
ad vantage of a special
relationship with reality,
asserting that the thrill we receive
from a photograph of two people
copulating arises from the
knowledge that the two people
really did have to copulate in
front of a camera.

According to Lucie-Smith, if
one wants a truly liberated art
"in a sexual sense," one must ask

the artist to "think again."

September 1 for any medical or
surgical care for students who
have ordered Blue Cross/Blue
Shield," observed Robert
Williams, the Blue Cross
representative who is responsible
for coordinating the new
problem for Hopkins.

Problems
"If there are problems, this is

because the computer has not yet
been notified of the name of the
policy-holder," he continued.
"Everything is so mechanized
that things go through the
computer without our people
knowing."

There are offices set up for
both Blue Cross and Blue Shield
.to handle problems with
obtaining claims, he pointed out.

Emergency
Although Union Memorial is

aware of the problem, and bills
for non-emergency medical care
can be held up until the
processing is complete, students
are still concerned.
"My point is what would I do

if I was in an Emergency Room
that demanded my card, as many
do," remarked a graduate
student. "I am as nervous about
other hospitals in the city as
those out-of-state."
"What would I do if I got in an

accident and couldn't get to
Union Memorial," asked Stephen
Bradley. "This policy costs more
because it's supposed to be
better."

12 percent acceptance for transfers in 1974
By SARAH STRAUSS

Approximately 12% of the
transfer applicants who applied
to Hopkins this year were
accepted, revealed Director of
Admissions Glen Thomas.

Over Half

Out. of the 700 preliminary
applications received last year,
over half were eliminated and
eventually 186 formal
applications for transfer students
were, received. Of the 86
Admissions offers made,
fifty-two were accepted.

First Time
Most of this year's students are

transferring for the first time,
from schools along the Eastern
seaboard. Due to the already
crowded conditions in Natural

Sciences, only three transfers are
majoring in that area. The
majority of transfers are majoring
in the Social and Behavioral
Sciences or the Humanities, while
two students are registered in the
Quantitative Sciences, three in
Engineering, and three are
undecided. According to
Thomas, the number of transfer
applications have declined
slightly in the past two years, in
spite of what many educators see
as a trend toward greater
mobility. Substantial increases in
two-year community college
enrollment were expected ' to
cause an increase in transfer
students. Thomas said, however,
many students graduating from
2-year schools began working

instead on continuing their
education.

Transfer admission "is the
most selective of the admission
processes" at Hopkins , Thomas
stated. The University sought
students with "strong high school
records," as well as a college
cumulative average of at leaSt 3.0.

Specific
He commented that most of

52 transfers this year came to
Hopkins seeking a specific
academic program. not available
at their previous schools
The transfer applicants

constitute a select group, since
they undergo a preliminary
screening before receiving the full
application form, Thomas
explained.Glen 7'homas
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And in the end they turned in their tired wings

under the roof

Hopkins officials have traditionally exhibited a certain
insensitivity towards the plight of the undergraduate as
regards cam pus housing. Though administrators have
conceded that there is a grave shortage of University-owned
housing for undergraduates, they have arrogantly refused to
consider construction of new dormitories in the ncar future,
repeatedly pointing out that University housing is "a break
even operation," which is not funded from the budget and
operates totally on student rent fees. What they have failed
to do is explain why this is so.
The proposed use of the University's latest housing acqui-

sition—an apartment house at 3201 North Charles Street, an
ideal location—demonstrates the administration's Priorities.
The building will be used exclusively for University office
space, which, incident411y, is in short supply, according to
Hopkins' Real Property Investment Officer Janet Johnson.
Academic Services Director Larry Denton concurred with
this assessment, while admitting that the administration erec-
ted Garland Hall less than 4 years ago. Meanwhile, the
University has not constructed supplementary undergraduate
housing since about 20 years ago.

If the administration is in need of more space a scant 3
years after the construction of Garland, one can just imagine
what kind of shape students are in after a two-decade wait.
While we agree with Denton that it is unfortunate that some
officials have to "double up" in their offices, it is far sadder
that many students have no space in which to even consider
that option.

Johnson's explanation that residential use of the newly

acquired building "would not bring in enough money" pro-
vides, in part, the solution to the problem. University funding

of the Housing office would allow for expansion beyond the
limited facilities of the present. The administration would be

well advised that it would be a wise "investment."

letters to the editor
To the Editor: of an under-staffed and vandalized
It was mentioned in a book, The establishment.

Human Nature Industry that words As for staff who
in our society not surprisingly, administrative assholes that they
have a certain currency--some of won't get just as many student
them even reaching the status of bartenders and waiters for S2.00 as
\Nord of the Year. Last year it was they're getting for S2.50 and who

By JOHN HOLDREN
In keeping with the general

spirit of nostalgia that pervades the
social consciousness, I propose to
dip into the deep, though not
particularly . clear well of my
high-school memories, and to draw
up a few pertinent (?) drops. Halt,
dear reader: do not let the
apparent hopelessness of my
announced topic move you to turn
to the sports page. This will not, I
assure you, be a more of maudlin
meanderings on my adolescent
adventures. Nor will it be a treatise
on the virtues of alliteration. No
indeed: rather, I wish only to tell
you about a Few specific moments

'of my high school life that,
recently, have given to my present
life an unmistakable sense of deja
vu. The scene is my senior year
in high school, in my American
history class. The teacher, Miss
Reynolds, has just enthusiastically
announced her acquisition of a
"progressive new learning game"
that will certainly impart new
relevance (ugh) to our studies in
American history. Her
announcement is greeted with
mixed reactions: groans of disgust,
grumbles of apathy, and snores of
boredom. Undaunted, she
optimistically proceeds to describe
to us "The Game of Panic a new
learning experience designed to
transport the student back to the
years just prior to Black Thursday,
1929, and beyond, into the very
throes of the Depression."
"Hmmm," I mused, while
brooding over the latest issue of
Conan the Barbarian; "must be
some sort of time machine."
"You're sure to enjoy this game,"
bubbled for the the voice of Miss
Reynolds. "My God," I thought,
exasperated that my perusal of the
truths revealed by the prophet
Marvel should be interrupted by
this lady's agitated effusions.
"How can I, a WASP, middle- class,
materialistic teenager ever get
involved in any stupit game about
the 1930s? After all, I've got
enough things to think about:

told these getting into a decent college ("a
foolish preoccupation," interjects
the noew wiser voice of the
future), convincing Dad to buy me
a car, figuring out some way to get

."C‘Ms year ,e.speciaAy atsays t\-vat. thete is z. necessity tor Xli\at cot kAoxvi I"." .ab ktx INW

of this word is justified by a rubber' stamp on your hand while 110 .t?'1Filffririrrfrir 

"Some exchanged love's

vie.). Thus, one's objective was to
amass as large a fortune as possible
and to retain as much as one could
during the ensuing "Depression
years." Miss Reynolds further
explained that our grades
(ahh--ears perk up, eyes open)
would be determined by two
factors: how much money we
possessed at the end of the game
(relative to our initial assets), and
how much sincere interest we
showed during the course of the
game. I realized_ that I would have
to become a millionaire to even
pass, for I was certain to fail
miserably on the latter standard of
evaluation.

Reluctantly. I slipped Conan

back into my folder, and lined up
with the rest of my classmates to
seXect. vay destirty

numerous complaints ranging from yet a third dummy asks you for 
between myself and Miss

student careerism and professorial your I.D. Reynolds, for, obviously unaware

ego-tripping to the suburban club As fof vandalism, who said that of my negative attitude, she

atmosphere of the Rathskeller. To the Rathskeller should be enthusiastically proceeded to

this list, another must be added - decorated with any other explain to us the rules of the game.

one which is not merely a matter furniture than the kind that can be Each of us, it seems, was first to

of style like 3-piece suits or nailed down and why should any select an occupation. —Oil

monumental domed roofs. It is the of the fucking lithographs be magnate!" I shouted out, anxious

walling off of the University from displayed if the fucking frames are to get the jump on my fellow

the community - I. D. cards not nailed to the fucking walls and classmates, and, as well, to impress

required at all times; i.e., the why can't this $2.50 an hour elite the redhead sitting next to me with

public no longer has free access to labor force clear out the joint my bold, brash sense of humor.

the library. They are to take it on before they lock up at nights. Ahh,- but to no avail: we were to

good faith that society's recorded If there's any cause for losing receive occupations by drawing

knowledge is securely locked up faith in your fellow man, it's \ lots: pulling my fate out of a hat,

underground like the gold hoard at when your fellow students comply as it were, and effectively

Fort Knox. in making a profit off a venture frustrating my pl a ns for

Yes, the Word of the Year, is the losses of which, should be p9tro1eum-based wealth. (The

"elitism." And we see that words taken up as a service provided by redhead picked up here books and

of the year represent a critical student activity fees, moved to a desk on the other side

self-consciousness. Take last year's Flillel Levin of the room.) Each possible

word "Nostalgia." It might bring 
occupation was to be accompanied

to mind the radical's cry of the 
by a set of vital statistics, around

60's, "Pigs off campus." It returns 
which we would pattern our

ironically in 1974 in the glib elitist 
temporary schizophrenic lives. The

assertion "Peons off campus." The 
most important factor, of course,

political "apathy" (1972) of 3400 
was the amount of money that

On Stage has become the elitism of 
came with each position, for that

S3 3 0 0 On Stage. Engendering 
would determine how much one

good-will with the community in 
could invest in the all-powerful

this atmosphere can only be 
Stock Market. Thus, with the

insincere condescension. 
capital alloted tous, we would but

For all of us struggling to meet 
stock, collect dividends, and

the costs of tuition, the fact that 
attempt to keep a sharp eye on

the means of education are in market trends, in order that we

private hands is no news. But, at 
should not be caught with a

the same time, to be members of 
handful of worthless stock when

an institution which throws up 
the "crash" was to come. (It

painful and unnecessary barriers to 
seemed to me rather pointless to

the rest of humanity is sneering 
begin a game that had a pre-

determined result; but. c.est la
cynicism, a sympton of elitist

hypocrisy and contradiction.
Sincerely,

Braun Liefmann
Donna Haraway

David Harvey
Robert J. Barbera

To the editor:
There comes a time to risk such

epithets as "parsimonious Jew"

and to start quibbling over nickels,

dimes and quarters and that time is

when Universities issue $300

tuition increases and

such doll-house imimitations of

the "grown-ups" as the Student

Union have the absolute gall to

imitate the blood-sucking trustees

and charge $.25 cover charges and

outrageous prices for beer in the

so-called Student Rathskellar

Goddamn if I can't go to the

corner bar and purchase six ounces

of National Bo beer for less than

forty cents and goddamn if I'm

going to believe that these prices

are necessary to cover the expens-es

To the Editor:

As a student at Johns Hopkins

and regular reader of the

News-Letter, I am becoming

increasingly troubled by my

inability to read an entire issue

without keeping one hand firmy

placed inside Webster's College

Dictionary.

I refer most specifically to the

October 15 issue, where, on the

fold page I encountered, in only

two articles, the following words:

certitude, commensurate,

perspicacity, unctuous,

perfunctory, litany, wine-besotted,

avencularly, and aggrandizement to

name but a few.
I realize that students at The

Johns Hopkins University are ones

of superior verbal aptitude ,

(fancy writing is not hard with

Roget's sitting here next to me),

but I find it diffi cult to believe

that any but the best cOuld quickly

and precisely define all of the

above.
Life at Hopkins is no piece of

cake. I do not need the N-L to

remind me of my shortcomings.

That is quite competently taken

care of in the various courses in

which I am enrolled. It. is

disheartening then, that an

experience which should be,

pleasurable, and I believe that

reading the N-L should be, should

cause me such mental anguish.

It is my fondest hope that I will,

in the near future, be able to read

an entire issue of the News-Letter

without having to perpetually refer

to Mr. Wevster to aid me in my

cretinous existence.
Sincerely,

Kenneth Lesser

In a Ili a "9U
as.

bright and fragile glow..."

fate: upon s,rcond thought,

perhaps this w4 in its own way, a

rather realistic element in the

game. My philosophical

speculations were interrupted, as I

heard a mumbling voice behind

me, which I made out to say

something to the effect of "What a
bunch of bullshit." I turned to find

that these sage thought were those

of my good friend Craig. He

replied with vague memblings, and
1 thought that I again discerned his

harsh appellation of the whole
affair as "bullship." We had now
reached the fateful hat, and, as we

were the last two in line, and only
two fates remained, I graciously
stepped aside to allow Craig the
choice. Unmoved by my
generosity, he pulled out one slip

of paper, thus leaving one for me. I

returned to my desk, hearing along
the way such exclamations as "I'm

a "thriving Businessman," with
$3,000. What are you? ... Oh, me.
I'm a "retired soldier," with only
S1,000." I sat down, confident of

my imminent transubstantiation
into a filthy rich oil magnate. I
unfolded the paper, glanced down,

and ... What? This could not be!

No, I refuse to accept this! It's
unfair! I read it again to be sure•
"Occupation: subsistence farmer
Capital assets: $100." With such
status, poverty would be a blessing.
Frustrated, I glanced over at Craig.
His face exhibited a peculiar smirk.
"Say Craig, what are you?" I

asked. "Too deep," Craig replied.

"Alright already," I said realizing
that I had to phrase my question
more carefully, for Craig was
rather sensitive to literal meanings,
whatever that means: "What
occupation did you select?" With
the slightest of movements, Craig
flicked his paper my way. I
stooped to pick it up off the floor,
and, as my head hit a desk, I read
what could have beenmy position,
had chivalry failed me earlier:
"Occupation: real-estate investor.
Capital assets: S5000." I expelled a
somewhat crude verbal ejaculation,
cursing my misforture in both
fate-choosing and head-bumping.
"Why me?" I thought. Before
being allowed to enjoy the
consolations of a bit of self-pitying
paranois, however, I again was
Prffr'Ir7/1177 
Stock Market, and you will begin

to make your investments.- She

went on to explain further
exercises associated with the game:

mock elections, bankruptcy trials,

and so forth -- but these are

incidental details that would only

serve to further bore you.

Returning to my narrative proper,
ahem: when the Market opened

the next day, I found that I could
affort but a paltry four shares of
Amalgamated Buggy Whips. Even
this small morsel would completely
deplete my funds, so I purchased
only two shares. Thus, my fortune
consisted of my imaginary farm,

my two shares of Amalgamated
Buggy Whips, and S50. What an
utterly horrible state to be in! A

lousy farmer!. As a farmer,
however, I did have on advantage:

I was exempt from the "Daily

Living Expense" that wll of the

other players were required to pay,

which covered their needs of food,
clothing, etc.. "Big deal," I

thought.
Amazingly, I found myself

actually assuming my assigned role.

Myself, a simple man of the earth --

what need had I for luxuries? I
would grow my scant crops, which
would at least provide sufficient
nourishment for my meagre
appetite. And clothes -- a single

pair of overalls would do ... or,
better yet, .1 could return to that
pristine Edenic state, and do
entirely without clothes (now, if I
could only convince that redhead_

to join me...). I never thought of it
in such terms before, but perhaps
Adam was also a pretty poor guy --
one thing's for certain, I could
really use some of the Help he had.
But, I digress too long, and must
now return to the past.
Amalgamated Buggy Whips, I
notice, has dropped anywhere
from 5 to 10 points daily.
Certainly I am ruined. I pound my
desk in frustration, angry at myself
for, ever investing in that damn
.narket. Miss Reynold espies my
reactions and grins gleefully, like a
puppeteer at an obedient
marionette. Rahter abashed, I
resolve to display no further signs
of involvement (I mean, after all,
who wants to look like they're
really interested in what's going
on?), and to sell my stock as soon
as I can, and hopefully break even.
Meanwhile, I notice my friends
'around me. Even the most
apathetic are vigorously
buying,selling, trading. I catch
sight of Craig. There is a gleam in
his eye and sweat on his brow. His
breathing is rapid and uneven, as
he looks at the changing figures on
the stock board. "Up baby, up!"
he cries like a man possessed. "HOt
damn," he exclaims suddenly,
"another $500! I just can't lose.
Got to buy more!" No exorcist
could remove the capitalistic
demonc that now burned in Craig,
as well as in many other of my
classmates.

Later days revealed a similar
pattern of events. The greed of my
classmates made "Let's Make a
Deal" look like a philanthropists'
convention. As these days passed, I
kept my eye on the stock board
with increasing optimism, for,
incredulous as it may seem,
Amalgamated Buggy Whips was
actually (but slowly) rising from
the depths of its economic abyss,
and had struggled almost to the
loyal of its original value. I
contemplated selling muy vast
forture, incurring only a small loss.
Ahh, but contemplation should
have given way sooner to action,
for one day as I gazed as the Stock
Board, I noticed that Amalgamated
Buggy Whips was taking a sharp
drop. In fact, all of the stocks were
rapidly falling, deep into the
depths of some economic inferno.

however, had not failed to come to

this same realization..., and a

swarm of them were attacking the
stock table, with cries of "I want

to sell! Sell, sell, sell!!!" In utter

confusion, I grabbed my two

shares and ran _fro the table,

jamming my elbows into innocent

girls in my way, stepping on the

heads of those who would obstruct

me from reaching my goal. "I

wanna sell!" I shrieked, adding to

the general din. Suddenly, a black

curtain was lowered over the stock

board. Miss Reynolds, grinning like

Carrol's cheshire cate, her eyes

glowing with demonic flame, stood

on her chair and gazed down upon

us. A hush fell over us. Waving

arms, with hands gripping bundles

of stocks, fell limp at our sides.

With the darkest of realizations

creepeing into our minds, we yet

held on to a shred of hope.

Certainly, nothing really bad had

happened. And then, those fatal

words. Miss Reynolds -- or as I

have come to believe, the voice of

Mammon speaking through Miss

Reynolds -- raised her hand, and

hissed those words we dreaded to

hear: "ladies and gentlemen, the

Stock Market has been 'closed
indefinitly." Silence. Confused

glances. Worthless shares fell out of

weak hands, fluttering like dead

leaves down to the floor. It was

too much to take. A girl (the

redhead, I think) screamed, "No, it

can't be!" "My God, I'm busted!"
came another voice, full of despair;

a male voice though, which I
realized was Craig's,* finally
shocked into audibility. Then
general chaos: desks overturned,
people on their knees poinding
their fists on the floor, geuine tears
from the fairer members of the
class,unable to manifest their
despair in any more violent
fashion. I heard a great clamor to
my left. I turned to see a group of
my classmates clutching at Craig's
feet, as he dangled out of the
window crying, "Let me go! It's all
over! Lergo!" A bit melodramatic,
perhaps, but rather more ludicrous
when one considers the fact that
we were on the ground floor. Craig
was pulled back in. He sat on the
floor panting, a vapid stare
covering his face. The same blank
stares covered almost every other.
face. Suddenly it hit me: we
panicked -. -- and now, we were to
suffer the consequences. A rather
queasy feeling came over me.
Slowly, I lowered myself into my
desk, only to look up at a
reflection in the window, as a
blank, insipid face, somewhat
reminiscent of myself actually,
stared back at me.

As it turned out later, I was not
as bad off as I had thought. In the
ensuing class periods I was to
discover that I had really wound
up rather ahead of the game. I still
had my $50. The other $50 that I
had invested in Amalgamated
Buggy Whips was now, of
course,long gone. And oh, the
misfortunes of my classmates,
especially those ( and there were
many) who, due to their reckless
speculations, were now utterly
destitute. Even worse, they had to
find seom way to meet the
obligation of the Daily Living
Expense (from which, you recall, I
was exempt as a farmer). They
came to those few of us for a bit of
aid. Shameful to say, we clutched
our scant means all the more
greedily, and would allow no
humanitarian sentiments to
infringe upon our possessions. I
seem to recall that Craig looked
markedly thinner in those last
days. And thus, the game ended.
We were shocked back into reality
when Miss Reynolds distributed to
us a questionaire, asking us to
evaluate the effectiveness of the

only a game.
Or, was it? It is inevitable that I

ask that question, for certainly
there must be some point to this

narrative. Rather than answer th
question, I merely wish to add the
following: whenever I hear Walter
Cronkite report, in that
characteristically emotionless

manner of his, that the stock

market has hit a new low, that
unemployment has risen to a new

high, that the cost of living has

spiralled (upward, of course) and

so on and so on -- whenever I hear

those things, I get a familiar queasy

feeling. Furthermore, I have

recently given a great deal of

thought to the idea of a career as a

farmer. A little plot, somewhere

out in the midwest, just scratching

a living out of the earth, alone....

"We have all been here before."
Oh, I forgot to tell you about

how I completed the questionaire

that asked me to evaluate the

game. Certainly, I could not admit

that the game had worked : no

mere game could affect me a

sophisticated, college bound,

quasi-intellectual. As I puzzled

over what to write, I noticed Craid

sitting idle at his desk. "Say Craig,

you already finish your

questionaire? Don't you have

anything to say about the game?" I

asked. Craig glanced lazily up at

me, and then back down at his

desk. I watched as he took pen in

hand, and very slowly, wrote down

his final judgement: "Bullshit."
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CODE decides to assume neutral position on drugs
Hopkins' Committee on Drug

Education (CODE) has decided
to continue to take a neutral
position on the use of drugs in
order to enhance its credibility,
said Scott Young, one of three
chairpersons of CODE.
The position of neutrality

represents a sharp change from
CODE's position in 1969, when
CODE called for a more lenient
stand on marijuana and a harsher
one on narcotics.
"CODE fervently embraces an

amoral, apolitical position in
order not to jeopardize its
credibility," said Young.

According to one member, this
sacrifice of popularity for the
sake of neutrality gives CODE a
deceptively passive appearance
even though it is "just beginning
to roll."

Probably best known for its
annual series of drug lectures,

CODE's progress in this area thus
far is visible. Under chairpersons
Lou Curran, Rebecca Kay, and
Young, CODE will feature ten
lectures, this semester alone
whereas only nine lectures were
sponsored all of last year.
"We are trying to present a

number of factual lectures first,"
said Curran, "to give people an
understanding of how drugs
work, so that next semester we
can concentrate more on altered
states of consciousness as
alternatives to reality."_
Curran noted that while

CODE's efforts to embody the
Spring semester's lectures into a
credit course were "arrested by
some technical difficulties,"
Mark Schiffman, a JHU med
student and occasional CODE
lecturer, is meeting with more
success with Fall, 1975, as a
target date.

WEDNESDAY NOON SERIES
presented by

The Johns Hopkins University
Office of Special Events

"NUCLEAR ENERGY: PROS AND CONS"

Illustrated Discussion with
WILLIAM 0' DOUB

Former Commissioner of the
United States Atomic Energy

Commission and Former Chairman
of the Maryland Public Service Commission

THOMAS B' COCHRAN
Staff Scientist

Natural Resources Defense Council

JOHN C. GEYER, Moderator
Principal Research Scientist,
Department of Geography and
Environmental Engineering,

The Johns Hopkins University

October 23 — 12 noon

Garrett Room, M. S. Eisenhower Library

r Western Maryland College
The Johns Hopkins University

JANUARY TERM
, IN MEXICO

January 3-21, 1975

Study Mexican civilization and
visit Mexico City Puebla, Taxco

and Acapulco

18 days: $698.00;

deposit of $200
due October 28.

For more information,
please contact: Department of

Romance Languages Gilman 225

CODE's lecturers are coming
from a wider spectrum of drug
related careers this year, said

Curran. "Last week we brought

in the head Narc of Maryland;

this week we're doing the other

end of the joint,"Curran stated.

A University of Maryland Law

School professor., Joel Woodey,

will talk on "Drugs and the Law:

How to Handle Yourself in a

Bust," at 8 pm. tommorrowin

the Garrett Roon'i.
Curran revealed several

changes to the original Fall

schedule: "Heroin vs. Methadone

in Drug Abuse Programs" will

not be presented by Dr. Torrey

Brown, but by Dr. Malcolm
Peterson, Dean of the JHU

School of Health Services. Also,
December 1 1, Planned
Parenthood's Medical Director,

Dr. Frances Trimble, will speak.
on 'Birth Control: A Comparison
of Contemporary Methods."

Polling
Polling campus drug use, an

activity first attempted last
Spring, will probably be
continued this year by CODE,
Curran explained. "One thing we
learned from last year's effort is
that, for everyone's sake, the poll
must be shorter," observed. Kay.
Preliminary date from last year's
three-page questionaire are
posted at the CODE library in
the MSE Library.

Better

Curran noted that a shorter
poll "would probably give us a
better return (last year's was 20
per cent) which would in turn be
a more accurate measure of how
campus drug use pattern are

changing."

Another new direction has
be.en the writing of a drug
column for a local monthly
ilaper, the Plain Talker. The first'
column, on alcohol, came out
this month. The Committee
members said they are
''optimistic about its
continuation."

Group Concept

Rounding out all this
activity is a reemphasis on Oahe
original "group concept." "Last
year," said Curran, "we were
really pressed for time, and
CODE suffered as a result. This
year we have even less time, but
we are more certain of our
potential. We want new people
with new ideas to help us decide
what to do next."
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•
• •
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•
• MR. AL BLOOMER of the Shell Company will be
•• on campus Friday, October 25, 1974, to discuss
• EMPLOYMENT SCHOLARSHIPS e•
• GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS •
• •
• It will be worth your while to be there. •
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•
•
•

•
•GENERAL MEETING:12:00 — 1:00pm Latrobe 1125

INTERVIEWING: 1:00pm Latrobe 225 •
•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• * * sr * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ......... a
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8:00prn II-1 AIIL IL"
Sponsored by an

free
admission

Chairman of the Committee
for a Constitutional Presidency

ad hoc committee comprised of the following:

Center for Metropolitan Planning and Research
Office of the Dean of Students
Office of Academic Programs
Graduate Students Organization
Office of Special Events
Office of the Chaplain
Students Activities Council
Class of 1976
Class of 1977
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Young: US partly to blame for declining life in SV
By TOM MELIA

Ronald Young, the secretary
of the Peace Education Division
of the American Friends Service
Committee, told last week's
Sunday Experience audience that
life for the South Vietnameese
people is in many respects worse
now than it was while U. S.

troops were fighting there, and

that America shares a great deal
of the responsibility for this.
Young spoke briefly on his

recent visit to Southeast Asia and

distributed photographs to the

audience that he had taken of

Bach Mai Hospital in Hanoi,

Which was destroyed by U. S.

bombers. He noted that

Americans have contributed
more than S600,000 to its

reconstruction.
lie also explained the "Third

force''--a collection of

individuals, political and religious

groups, students and labor unions

allied with neither the Provisional

Revolutionary-Government (Viet
Cong) nor the Saigon regime of

S.

S.

0" .0"

Nguyen Van Thieu--want to see

the end of the fighting. Young

revealed that since January,

1973, when the peace agreement

was signed, over 70,000 South

Vietnamese have been killed in

the continuing war, and millions

of refugees have been relocated.

Young argued that the most

consistent violator of the peace

treaty is the Saigon government.

He .referred specifically to

expension of government

controlled territory, and

increasing repression of dissidents

in Saigon and other cities. Young

commented that without

immediate U. S. military support,

President Thieu has had to rely

more heavily on police tactics

and restrictions of personal

freedoms to maintain his position

of power.
Eighty-five Percent

"And since about eighty-five

per cent of Saigon.s budget is

financed by U. S. dollars in the

form of foreign aid,- Yormg

continued. "our nation shares in
/ 0" .1 I'

First concert of the 1 974 -75 season

by

THE PEABODY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Leo Mueller, conductor

Tuesday, October 29, 8:00 p.m.

Peabody Concert Hall
1 E. Mt. Vernon Place

Tragic Overture, op. 81

Dance Suite

Program:
  Brahms

Bartok

Concerto for Piano & Orchestra
in A minor, op. 54 R Schumann

Orchestra Piece   Willis

Tickets:S1.00 general admission

50-cents, students & senior citizens

Scholarship Fund Benefit

Box Office: 837-0600, ext. 23

S.

S.

S.

S.

S.

S.

S.

S.

TRY A7JEC BUTTERMILK.
IT DOESN'T COME
FROM A COW.

Monteumo'

Tequila Buttermilk

Montezuma Tequila.
1 ounces. Lemon-
Lime Soda Pop 1
bottle.
Blend in blender with
cracked ice Serve in
tall glass Garnish
with lemon or lime
wedge
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the responsibility for its actions.'
Young said that the Paris

agreement, as it is written,
"reflects the realities of the
situation; it provides the method
to change from a military
government to a political-. For it
to be properly implemented,
however, he stated, the U. S.
must limit Thieu's power -
primarily through a major cut in
aid - and force him to respond
instead to the Vietnamese
people.

Young called on his audience
,i tc.;is immimmuniwr r con Tressmen to

To those who have labored hard

and terrible hours on the [nasal

tone I academic reports:

We do care

Owls do care

One can tack a drop of water

in the wall

They do shoot horses

Stone birds do fly

Benjie does make good cookies.

encourage them to vote for

elimination of support for Saigon

until the coalition government

provided for in the treaty is

established.
Before and after Young's talk,

a "tiger cage-- - the tiny

detention cell used in South Viet

Nam to hold Political prisoners -

was displayed in front of

Levering Hall. Stan Clark, one of

the men distributing flyers

describing the cage, its use, and

its American - manufacure, said

that his group was from the

Jonah House Collective, "a group

01 concei ned people in the
Bali imore area.-
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I GERMAN EVENING II 1
: Friday , October 25 8:30 pm II
I The Glass Pavilion I
1 1
: German Music, Dancing ,Singing ii
i 1
I Beer and Snacks 1
I I
I Tickets at the door I
$2.50 members $3.00 non-members:
I EVERYBODY WELCOME 1
I 1
I Sponsored by I
! The Johns Hopkins International Club .II
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Special low college rates
for campus pick up of
Ijt New Rork auto
(ft goes to your head )

Contact
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Johns Hopkins University
North Charles and 34th Sts.
Baltimore, Maryland 21218

336-3300, Ext. 1365, Ext. 740

or mail this coupon
Daily subscription rates on campus are 25% below the newsstand price

Fall term
[7] Weekdays
(Mon.-Fri.: $10.20)

LI Weekdays
Mon.-Sat.: $12.00)

Full Year
E Weekdays Weekdays
(Mon.-Fri.: $21.75) (Mon.-Sat.: $00.00)
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(S22.80)
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(S49.05)
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Trenton State defeats Homewood gridders by 28-6
By STEPHEN LEVIN

Saturday's excursion up to
beautiful Trenton, N.J. proved to
be an unrewarding journey for
the Hopkins football team as
they dropped a 28-6 decision to
the Lions of Trenton State
College.
The Blue Jays were looking to

raise their 1-1-1 record above the
.500 mark and they started the
game off as though victory was

theirs. Despite a scoreless first
quarter, the game initially
belonged completely to Hopkins.
For the second week in a row
(Ursinus last week) the Blue Jays
completely outplayed their
opponents in the opening stanza.

Hopkins' fine play carried over
into the second quarter and the
Jays, in fact, did score first.
Tailback Mike Rhodey capped a
fine Hopkins drive with a

one-yard touchdown plunge.
Cushing Condon's point-after
attempt was no good and the
Blue Jays led 6-0 midway
through the second quarter.
The tough Trenton State

ground game, as well as the
inability of the Hopkins offense
to score, kept the pressure on the
Blue Jays defense. They held the
potent Lions offense scoreless for
the first 23 minutes of the game

NEWS4E1TER

sports
Blue Jay runners rout Haverford

By JOHN TETZLAFF

The cross-country team had an
easy outing Saturday, nearly
shutting out Haverford on their
course, 16-43. Coach Masken's
decision to let ace Jim Kennedy
rest a stress injury by not making
the trip made the victory even
more impressive.

Senior Jeff Greve won again,
leading a sweep of the top four
places. This was his second win in
a row, again with impressive ease
in 27:23 over the five mile
course.

John Tetzlaff was second in
27:45, freshman Bob Alworth
was third in 27:55, and Jon
Higdon fourth in 28:02.
Randy Saner had his best race

of the year finishing sixth in
28:56, pulling within a minute of

Higdon and AlwOrth for the first
time.
The dispalcement palce for

Hopkins also did well, with John
Sakowicz managing to tie his
shoes and still beat the third
Haverford runner. Counting in
the scoring for the first time was,
freshman Sean O'Brien who beat.
the fifth Haverford runner in
finishing 11th.

Improvement

The best- individual
improvement of the day was
turned in by freshman Dan Diver,
who pulled within four minutes
of the winner for the first time.
Freshman Dan Berlowitz (13th)
and Jeff Higdon (19th) and
Senior Steve Rothwell(18th) had
good races on the course, which,

all agreed, was pleasant on the
clear, brisk fall day.

The team travels to Lebanon
Valley next Wednesday hoping to
avenge last year's close loss. With
the improvement of Safier, and
the rest for Kennedy, the team
hopes to be really up for the
race, to improve their 6-3 record.

before yielding two touchdowns
late in the second quarter. The
first came on a 14-yard pass from
Lion quarterback Glen Sliker to
Harsharny. Stako's conversion
(the first of four on the day) gave
the Garden Staters a 7-6 edge.
That looked to be the halftime
score but, with only ten seconds
remaining in the second quarter,
Sliker spotted Taylor and fired a
31-yeard scoring strike to him.
The successful conversion gave
Trenton State a 14-6 lead to take
into the locker room.

The second half was all State
as the Blue Jays were unable to
strike paydirt. Two third quarter
Lion touchdowns iced the cake
as the final quarter was scoreless,
giving Trenton State the 28-6
win. Unable to pinpoint the
exact causes of the Jays' loss,
Coach Dennis Cox chalked it up
to "inexperience." Many areas of
the Blue Jays' game showed signs
of definite improvement. Despite
playing against their largest
opponent of the season in terms
of size and strength, the
Homewood gridders were able to
put together their best rushing
game of the season, netting 96
yards on the ground. The Lions,
hhowever, were able to crank out
304 yards rushing.

Crucial mistakes and turnovers

in key situations thwarted
numerous Blue Jay drives,
without ever putting points up
on the Board. Four interceptions
and two fumbles highlighted the
Jays' inability to properly
execute their gameplan.
"Mistakes continue to hurt us,"
said Coach Cox. "Big mistakes
like fumbles and interceptions, as
well as smaller mistakes like
missed blocks and missed
defensive assignments. But
they're all signs of inexperience
which should clear up as our guys
get more games under their
belts."

Injuries continue to plague the
Blue Jays. Defensive tackle Dave
Gorby. , and offensive guard
Wayne Panullo, both suffered
ankle injuries at Trenton State
which may force them to sit out
future. contests. Jack Coulter
played despite an injury and
Franz Wittelsburger returned to
to his inside linebacker post after
being out with a broken nose.
The mainstay of the Hopkins

defense this year has been inside
linebacker Bob Maimone-
"Maimone's played super for us,
just super," said Coach Cox. The
Long Island sophomore leads the
Jays in both assisted and
unassisted tackles and adds great
solidarity to the defense.

Phys-ed. classes will continue
To help keep the Hopkins

community in shape physically,
the Department of Physical
Education and Athletics at
Hopkins is continuing its classes
and offering new ones for the
second session of the fall

Women's field hockey in 1st season
By LAURA FEIGIN

The; first season of Women's
field hockey at Hopkins began
last week when the inaugural two
games of the Blue Jay season
were played. The Blue Jays were
defeated 3-) by Harford
Community College on Tueday
but came back on Thursday to
tie Loyola College, 1-1.
The Hardord game was the

premier match for the team as a
unit. Despite that, it was a very
well played game and each team
had equal control of the ba111.
Harford scored once in the first
half anc accumulated their other
two tallies in the second stanza.
Hopkins had many shots and
many scoring opportunities but
saw most of their attempts go
wide of the goal.

In the game against Loyola,
poor field conditions and a
sl rtage of officails combined to
make play difficult. The Hopkins
team obviously outclassed their
opponents, but were unable
use this advantage to tally the
go-ahead score.
The lone Hopkins goal was

scored in the first half by right
winger Karen Mosely. Loyola
tallied its lone score in the
second half. This is also Loyola's

first season with a women's field
hockey team.

Coach Morse

The squad is coached by Mikul

Ann Morse, a former member of

the United States Fiedl Hockey
team. Shellee Euler, center
forward, is the team's captain.

the other members of the team
are: Barbara Best, Nancy
Brighton, Stephanie Cusciio,

Linda Davis, Bunny Howard,
Celia Joseph, Marty King, Pam
Maynard, Lynette Phillips,
Sydney Sheldon , Lisi Storck,
Judy White, and Paula Azmarra.

the team has two more games
to play this season, one
Thursday, October 24 at Essex
Community College, and the
other Thursday, October 31—a
Halloween game against Goucher.

semester. The classes are open to
full time students and faculty of
the University.
Continuing from the first

session will be the classes in
individual physical fitness,
intermediate tennis and senior
lifesaving.

Instructed by Coach Turner,
the individual physical fitness
class is designed for persons
desiring general or special activity
programs for individual needs.
The time will be announced.
The Director of Women's

Athletics, Joyce McGonnigal, will
offer her intermediate .tennis
class Wednesday and Friday from
1:00-2:00. Students must have a
knowledge of forehand,
backhand, serve, and basic
theories of singles and doubles
play.

gym shorts
BIA Miniature Golf

The BIA miniature golf
tourney will be held on Saturday,
October 26, at the Putt-Putt at
6501 Baltimore National Pike. If
interested, call Skippy Miller at
467-3833 or drop a note in box
670.

Tennis Tourney
The 2nd annual Flopkins

Mixed Doubles Tennis
Tournament was won by the
team of Bob Fink and Amy
Mallor. They defeated 22 other
duos on route to the title.

Basketball
Jayvee basketball tryouts are

currently being held at 8:00 p.m.
in the main gym.

Basketball Manager
The Hopkins varsity and

jayvee basketball teams are in
need of a manager and a
scorekeeper - Anyone interested
please contact either Coach
Rupert or Sports Information
Director Craig Stevens at the
Athletic Center or extension 791.

Coed Volleyball
Coed volleyball continues

every Wednesday night at 6:30
p.m. in the main gym. .

Foosball Results
A shappy and inebriated crowd

cheered on the participants as the
First Annual Hopkins Foosball
Tournament got under way at
Sig-Ep last saturday. Eight teams
entered the competition for the
coveted bottle of Johnny Walker
Black. Victorious were two
Union experts, Ton Stringer and
Roberto Franzosi. Second place
went to Sigma Phi Epsilon's own.

Senior lifesaving will confirm
to be instructed by Coach

Comfort on Thursdays from
1:00-3:00 in the Homewood
pool.

Instructional classes in fencing
will be offered by Coach Oles ifi

the Fencing room on TuesdaY
and Friday from 3:00-4:00. Also,
Joyce McGonnigal will teach the

fundmentals of paddleball and
squash on the squash courts on
Tuesdays and Thursdays &oil
3:15-4:00 and Wednesdays and
Fridays from 2:30-3:15,
respectively.

Weight Training

Weight training and Physical
conditional will be offered bY
Coach Turner in the weight roorr
on Tuesdays and Thursdays fronl
2:00-3:00. Additionally, Coach
McGonnigal will hold a fitness
class in the wrestling room on

Wednesdays and Fridays frorn

12:00-1:00. A karate course,

leading to the white and green
belts after beginning instruction,
will be offered in the auxillarY
gym on Wednesdays and FridaYs
from 2:00-3:00.
The second session begins

Monday, October 21 and
continues through FridaY,

December 6. If anyone ls
interested in attending any 01

these free offerings, you are

encouraged to attend the first
classes beginning Monday. 14°
one need worry if he or she is not

equipped with the proper rackets

or sports paraphenalia. This
equipment is provided to each

class member in each particular

class where special gear is
required.


